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Abstract

The paper presents empirical studies on the appreciation of nature and landscape in the Eastern Ore Mountains (Saxony, Germany) by tourism service providers (TSP) and visitors. Attractive landscape and experience of nature are the most important reasons to visit this region and to spend leisure time there. Particularly mountain meadows, raised bogs and mixed forests are highly appreciated. Deforestation, industrial development and the decline of biodiversity would reduce attractiveness for visitors. We also assessed whether the tourism sector is prepared to contribute to the funding of nature conservation and landscape management. Use of general tax revenues is favoured, but other modes would also be accepted, e.g. a nature tax. Willingness to pay (WTP) is ranging between €0.75 and €1.36 per guest per night by TSP, or between €1.06 and €2.73 per day by visitors. With respect to landscape preference and WTP we found in some cases significant differences among visitors, depending on region of residence, age and education level. A major part of the annual costs for nature conservation and landscape could be covered by public funds (taxes), if the results of the WTP approach were understood as a sign of societal demand and a call to action.
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1 Introduction

The concept of ecosystem services comprises both the supply of services, which is based on the structures, processes and potentials of ecosystems and landscapes, and the demand for these services by particular beneficiaries, stakeholder groups or society as a whole. To date, the ranking of services by beneficiaries has received only limited attention (Lamarque et al. 2011; Seppelt et al. 2012). Hence, there is a need for additional research on the demand for and supply of ecosystem services, rather than for a focus on supply alone (Termorshuizen & Opdam 2009; García-Nieto et al. 2013). Also Honey-Rosés & Pendleton (2013) note that “better information about ecological processes or abstract valuations will not spur better decision-making”, and that “despite a large and growing body of studies on the supply of ecosystem services, ecosystem services thinking and information is still not being used by the decision makers who need it.”

While there is a general broad social consensus for the permanent preservation and development of valuable landscapes with their ecosystems, and numerous studies on willingness to provide the financial means to do this exist (e.g. Spangenberg & Settele 2010; Grunewald et al. 2014), it is difficult to achieve consensus on the specific development direction in an area (Lupp et al. 2014) – e.g. in a tourist region – and the preferred or the most favorable management options. Demand driven analyses of the public may support politicians and planners to design management policies and to set priorities in regard where to invest public money to maintain landscapes and protect biodiversity and gain acceptance (e.g. Casado-Arznaga et al. 2013).

Nature conservation, especially the maintenance of human-influenced, biodiversity-rich, so-called semi-natural ecosystems, e.g. the flowering mountain meadows which may shape the character of many cultural landscapes or tourist regions attracting especially nature-oriented tourists need considerable financial means. Such analyses should be also seen against the background of the further development of existing and the establishment of new funding models involving tourism to mobilize financial sources for landscape management (Heuchele et al. 2014).

The social expenditures and costs for landscape management society is ready to bear, represent an indicator of the economic valuation of ecosystems, since the existence of some cultural landscape ecosystems is closely linked to permanent human intervention in the form of specific land use or management measures (Farber et al. 2006; Grunewald et al. 2014).

Nature and natural landscapes are key elements of numerous recreation and tourism forms. They range from active nature experiences (e.g. wildlife watching) to more hedonistic activities with natural features as backdrop (e.g. skiing, hunting or fishing, combined culture/nature trips) (Strasdas 2006; Arnegger et al. 2010; Coghlan & Buckley 2013). Nature-based tourism is “marked by a desire to spend time in places and spaces (…) that provide meaningful, transformative, spontaneous and extraordinary experiences” (Curtin 2013). Ecotourism can be seen as a special subset of nature(-based) tourism conserving the environment and improving the well-being of local people (TIES 1990), and thus as a special manifestation of sustainable tourism.

A nationwide representative survey of nature awareness in Germany reveals that a vast majority of people places high value on nature in terms of quality of life, health and recreation (BMU & BfN 2014). For more than half of all Germans, “experiencing nature” is a key motivation for holidays (FUR 2013). Domestic tourists in Germany regard beautiful nature and a good price-performance ratio as most important aspects for their personal happiness during their holidays; this is particularly distinctive in the age group of 65 years or more (SfZ 2014). Three-quarters of German holidaymakers feel psychologically deterred by obstructed landscapes that have lost their pristine character (Kösterke & von Laßberg 2005). Therefore, opportunities to experience nature often represent decisive factors within the selection process of holiday destinations (Kösterke & von Laßberg 2005; Pröbstl-Haider & Haider 2014).
Due to their attractive landscapes and wildlife as well as their cultural attractions mountainous regions around the world are important destinations for recreation and tourism (Fredman & Lindberg 2008; Beza 2010; Pickering & Barros 2013). In Germany, the Alps and several low mountain ranges offer various opportunities for outdoor activities like hiking, trekking, mountain biking or skiing (BMWi 2013).

This paper presents questionnaire-based empirical studies on the appreciation of nature, semi-natural and natural ecosystems, landscape elements, landscape qualities and ecosystem services in the Eastern Ore Mountains in the German state of Saxony, by different stakeholder groups: tourism service providers (TSP) and visitors (tourists with overnight stays and same-day visitors). Also the role of landscape changes on the visitor behaviour is addressed. Moreover, it examines the question as to whether these groups are prepared to participate in the costs for nature conservation and landscape management in the region, and which funding models for nature conservation are favoured. It is also investigated whether appreciation of nature and the landscape, and the willingness to pay (WTP), correlate with socio-demographic data (e.g. place of residence, age, level of education, lifestyle).

2 Methods

2.1. General remarks

The study deploys the contingent valuation method in order to assess the willingness to pay of TSP and visitors for conservation purposes. Stated preference analyses like the contingent valuation method or choice experiments do not only reveal the amount that people would be prepared to pay, but also the conditions or developments in the environment which they desire, or want to avoid. On the basis of the results of such assessments, it is then possible to determine the actions and the limits required to avoid deteriorations (Grunewald et al. 2012).

Thus, the contingent valuation method is frequently applied to determine the appreciation of visitors for particular qualities of nature and landscape (Lee & Han 2002; Tisdell 2006), referring to recreational and other non-material benefits of ecosystem services like aesthetic pleasure, spiritual values or educational purposes (Butler & Oluoch-Kosura 2006). This method can also be used to estimate non-use values in monetary terms like existence values of natural attributes (for example wildlife species) or bequest values, reflecting individual attitudes towards conservation efforts for future generations (Tisdell 2006; Mayer & Job 2014).

Moreover, numerous scientific studies employ the contingent valuation method and other stated preference techniques to assess WTP with regard to user fees in relation to tourism and outdoor recreation activities in protected areas or other (non-protected) public natural areas (Mmopelwa et al. 2007; Reynisdottir et al. 2008; Rosenberger et al. 2012; Wang & Jia 2012; Mayer 2014). Concerning the legitimacy of imposing entrance and other user fees on nature tourists a “user pays” principle aiming at contributions of tourists applies. This opposes a “public good” view that advocates public funding of nature conservation by general taxes (Reynisdottir et al. 2008). An alternative tourism-oriented approach is the imposition of special taxes dedicated to the management and conservation of natural areas (e.g. room tax, “nature tax”) (Laarman & Gregersen 1996; Degenhardt et al. 1998; Oom do Valle et al. 2012; Renner et al. 2012).

In recent years, a growing number of contingent studies have been undertaken world-wide, e.g. Degenhardt et al. (1998); Elsasser et al. (2009);
Meyerhoff et al. (2010); Tacconi (2012). Barrio & Loureiro (2010) presented a comprehensive review of contingent studies, and the pros and cons of such methods was discussed by Chee (2004) but also by Riera et al. (2012) who also developed a set of good practice guidelines for the non-market valuation (of forests), elaborating on stated and revealed preference methodologies.

2.2. The study area

The study area (Fig. 1) is situated in the German part of the Eastern Ore Mountains (the district Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge, in southern Saxony), in the rural municipalities of Altenberg (population: 8500), Hermsdorf (900), and Bad Gottleuba-Berggießhübel (6000). The average annual income in the district in 2012 was € 18,332 per person (DESTATIS 2014).

The Ore Mountains (German Erzgebirge), a traditional cultural landscape of European significance particularly marked by ore mining, have the shape of a slanted desk of approx. 150 km in length, formed by tectonic forces. Acid rocks such as gneiss, phyllite and granite are typical for this mountain range. The harsh climate has given rise to such characteristic ecosystems as raised bogs and mountain meadows, with such anthropogenic features as stone walls, cairns and hedgerows (Fig. 2 and 3). Often, mixed mountain forests and streams are still in a state close to nature. The Ore Mountains ridge, which rises an average of 800–1000 m above sea level, also forms the border between Germany and the Czech Republic. Particularly this ridge zone features many valuable natural areas, and thus has a high attractiveness for nature-related tourism (Bastian et al. 2010; Bastian 2013). The land use pattern consists of forests (especially on the ridge), grassland, arable fields and settlements (villages, small towns).

2.3. Survey of tourism service providers (TSP)

In a first step, we analyzed TSP in the study area. Data banks provided by the communities like tourism catalogues were used to identify TSP. For the study, all TSP having e-mail addresses were selected. One disadvantage of this method was, that only those TSP being listed in an accommodation directory or with an own website and having e-mail were within the survey group. Thus, especially small size TSP and small private overnight stay providers like holiday apartments are probably underrepresented in this sample. The perception of the TSP in the study area was examined using an online survey conducted between April and May 2012. We first established an address database with the aid of an internet search in accommodation directories.

The survey was performed with the online questionnaire “oFb-der onlineFragebogen” on www.soscisurvey.de. The questionnaire was available only via a serial number, which was sent together with an e-mail to all the addresses in the database. This procedure ensured that the participants replied to the questionnaire only once, and that only the addressed target group was able to participate. The questionnaire was sent by e-mail to 223 recipients. After two weeks’ time, we sent out a reminder to all recipients who had not yet returned the questionnaire.

2.4. Survey of visitors

For the survey of outdoor recreationists (see Blamey 2001; in the following we prefer the shorter term “visitor”) in the area, we used similar questions (Table 1), slightly adapted for this target group. Here, we used on-site interviews with passers-by at well
attended natural sites in typical ecosystems/nature reserves for the Ore Mountains: mountain meadows, which were in bloom during the survey period, at the mountain Geisingberg (Fig. 2), close to the town of Altenberg, easily accessible by public transportation; near the village of Oelsen, a remote scenic outlook accessible only by car; and the Georgenfeld raised bog, the only nature reserve in the Ore Mountains, where visitors have to pay an entrance fee to walk along the nature trail (Fig. 3).

Before the final survey we had conducted pre-tests to adjust the questionnaire to ensure that it is well understood and correctly worded, and that (only) the...
most important questions are included. The survey was performed between the end of May and the end of June 2012, mainly on weekends and during the Whitsun holiday, so as to reach many visitors. Questioning started at 10:00 a.m. and ended around 5:00 p.m. Passers-by were approached at random and asked to participate in the survey. We expected this approach would provide us with more answers and more reliable information than by sending letters or displaying questionnaires at hotels or other accommodation places.

2.4. Structure of the questionnaires

The questionnaires comprised between 13 and 20 questions: The introductory part asked for the reason and the character of the visit. The two main parts dealt with the appreciation of nature and the landscape (elements), and with the importance and funding of nature conservation and landscape management (Table 1). Finally, socio-demographic data was collected (only in the questionnaires for visitors). The questionnaires were designed not to require more than 15 to 20 minutes to be answered. We felt it wise to ask partly different questions to tourism service providers (TSP) and visitors. In general, the first group is more competent in tourism as a whole, while individual visitors express their opinions from other points of view.

We applied different forms of questions: mainly closed questions, some semi-open, and a few open ended questions (e.g. Degenhardt et al. 1998, Atteslander 2010). In some cases, we asked persons to rate items on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (e.g., 1 = not important/not attractive … 5 = very important/very attractive). Multiple answers were allowed in most cases.

Table 1: Main content of questionnaires for the survey of tourism service providers (TSP) and visitors in the Eastern Ore Mountains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Survey group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are the main motivations for visiting the Eastern Ore Mountains?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are the favoured leisure activities exercised here?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which landscape elements are found especially attractive?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In which manner landscape changes influence visiting behaviour?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which importance is attached to particular ecosystem services?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the role of protected areas for the tourist attractiveness of the region?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you know any protected area in the region and the Natura 2000 system?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think landscape management is necessary, and if yes, for what reasons?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should be responsible for funding nature conservation (and landscape management)?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that tourism should contribute to nature conservation by financial means?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you be ready to support nature conservation by own financial means?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the height of payments you would accept?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think that the introduction of a nature tax in the Eastern Ore Mountains is justified and feasible?</td>
<td>x x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should receive these payments?</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Questions concerning the monetary value (WTP) we formulated differently. On the one hand, we asked for the maximum amount the respondent is prepared to pay (open question). On the other, we wanted to know whether the respondent was prepared to pay a predefined amount of money (closed question: agreement or disagreement).

The tourism sector profits from the management and restoration of habitats and ecosystems, because landscape attractiveness is enhanced. Therefore, we inquired whether and to which extent the tourism sector would be prepared and able to contribute to the funding of such management, and whether the costs of nature conservation and landscape management are justified from the point of view of tourism. We presented a filter question to the TSP concerning their willingness to provide financial contributions. If they answered “no”, only one additional question followed regarding the reasons of the denial, and the survey was concluded. In order to estimate the amount of a possible financial contribution of the tourism sector or to quantify the WTP, the TSP were asked to measure the amount of taxes per guests and night (in the form of an open question).

To detect possible discrepancies between different users, sub-groups were defined and compared using statistical tests ($\chi^2$, t-test): Residents of the district vs. external visitors; older (> 40) vs. younger persons (up to 40), and persons with higher education (university graduates) vs. those with lower education (secondary school, vocational training, etc). The latter two differentiations also enable application of a simple lifestyle group concept, according to the German sociologist Schulze (1997). Recent studies indicate that value orientation (Müller & Job 2009; Lupp, et al. 2011) or lifestyles strongly affect opinions and attitudes towards the environment, and seem to provide a better differentiation and understanding than do such purely socio-demographic characteristics as age or gender (UBA, 2009).

### 3 Results

#### 3.1. Level and profiles of the respondents

A total of 72 recipients among the tourism service providers (TSP) completed the questionnaire; the response rate was 32%. This response rate is in line with the average response rate for questionnaires at the SoSci Panel (20%) and other internet-based surveys (Cook et al. 2000). Of the TSP surveyed, 74% owned holiday accommodations; the others worked in restaurants, trade and such other tourism-related services as retailing, tour operating, or cultural facilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male: 145</th>
<th>Female: 157</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>&lt;18: 1</td>
<td>18-30: 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31-40: 28</td>
<td>41-50: 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51-60: 59</td>
<td>&gt;60: 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Altenberg: 17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>District of Sächsishe 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schweiz-Osterzgebirge: 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saxony: 179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Germany: 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Czech Republic: 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income</td>
<td>≤1000€: 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤2000€: 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤3000€: 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤4000€: 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;4000€: 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not specified: 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>No qualification: 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational training: 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Level: 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Secondary school: 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreman: 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University or college degree: 169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Selected characteristics of surveyed visitors in the Eastern Ore Mountains
Of the 308 surveyed visitors (passers-by), 75 came from the district of Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge the study area is belonging to, and 210 came from outside but mostly from Saxony. By age, 256 (85%) interviewees were older than 40, many of them older than 60. Most of the respondents visit the Eastern Ore Mountains and its natural highlights frequently. Of the respondents, 82% were on a day trip; the others stayed four days on average (Table 2).

3.2. Appreciation of nature, landscape and ecosystem services

The TSP emphasized – besides the good price-performance ratio and the opportunity for sports (skiing) – the particularly attractive nature and landscape as the main reasons for tourists to visit the region, with 86% stating that their guests preferred to hike in nature. One third of the respondents mentioned that their guests liked to observe nature (plants, animals).

For the majority of surveyed visitors (221 = 71.8 %), experiencing nature was an important motivation for their visit (Fig. 4). Pair-wise comparisons (visitors from the district/from outside, younger/older people, lower/higher education) showed no significant differences.

![Figure 4: Motivation for recreation in the Eastern Ore Mountains (multiple responses), visitor survey (n=308)](image)

Most TSP (60%) attributed the highest attractiveness of landscape elements for tourists to the mountain meadows and mixed mountain forests, and to a slightly lesser degree, to running waters, raised bogs, stone walls/hedgerows and spruce forests. Particularly the management of mountain meadows was seen as important for tourism (average value of 4.5 on the Likert scale). Management of hedges and stone walls (value 4.0) and restructuring spruce forests to mixed stands (3.9) were also seen as important for tourism. Species protection received a slightly lower value (3.7).

The visitors surveyed attached the highest priority to maintaining mountain meadows (4.7), raised bogs (4.5), watercourses (4.4), mixed forests (4.3) and hedgerows (4.2). It is interesting that they valuate the importance of landscape elements higher than the TSP do (Fig. 5). The largest differences concern raised bogs and hedgerows/stone walls.

![Figure 5: Valuation of different landscape elements in the Eastern Ore Mountains by visitors (visitors n=308; TSP n=66 average values; 5: like it very much; 1: dislike)](image)

While there are almost no significant differences between both groups of visitors (residents of the district/visitors from outside the district) in terms of ranking landscape elements, there are such differences with regard to age classes and educational levels (pairwise comparisons) for mountain meadows, with the assignment of a ranking of 5 (like it very much) as follows: older vs. younger: 82%/60%, and of a 1 (dislike): 12%/26%; for hedgerows and stone walls: older vs. younger: ranking of 5: 53%/31%; of 1: 23%/36%. Thus, mountain meadows and hedgerows/stone walls are more appreciated by older persons. People with lower education ranked conifer forests higher than did more highly educated persons (only weak significance), and they gave a higher priority to the maintenance of animal pasturing (cp. the higher appreciation of the less educated group for animal habitats – in this section, below).
More than the half of TSP (53%) believed that protected areas would enhance the attractiveness of the region and would contribute to the development of tourism; 21% stated that protected areas would not be attractive for tourists. 71% of TSP were able to mention at least one protected area in the Eastern Ore Mountains. The by far most frequently mentioned protected areas were the nature reserves Geisingberg (32 mentions) and Georgenfeld raised bog (31), which are among the most important and typical protected areas in the region. Only 14% of TSP knew the term Natura 2000. They associated it with “conservation of flora and fauna”, the “maintenance of the natural heritage and biodiversity in Europe”, or “a network of protected areas”; however, two of them also associated it with restrictions, strict regulations and negative effects on the tourism sector.

The visitors stated that the provision of habitats for animal and plant species would be very important and should be secured on a permanent basis. They also placed high value on the landscape beauty and the recreational values. This is in accord with their reasons for travelling to the Ore Mountains. Compared with other ecosystem services, the production of food and other commodities was regarded as less important (Fig. 6).

People with lower education levels significantly valued food production (highest ranking: 28%/14%) and habitats for animals (88%/72%) higher than persons of higher education levels (cp. similar results for lower education levels in the Müritz National Park, for natural features that are often associated with animals; Lupp, et al. 2011).

3.3. Attitudes towards ecosystem and landscape changes

More than the half of the TSP feared that deforestation (70%), wind turbines (60%), the decline of biodiversity and the loss of mountain meadows (50%) would reduce touristic attractiveness. Other unfavourable impacts mentioned included:

- The loss of panoramic views and the landscape character due to excessive afforestation of open areas
- Conflicts of interests between forestry and natural development, but also unfavourable recreational use of forests, e.g. snowmobiles and quad bikes
- General increase in motor traffic, also for leisure purposes
- Flood protection dams in beautiful valleys
- Air pollution from industry in the neighbourhood
- Too many protected areas that encumber the movement of tourists
- Elimination/limitation on skiing, hiking and mountain-biking routes
- Unmaintained, polluted rivers and river banks

The visitors stated that especially the loss of biodiversity and more technical infrastructure (wind turbines, industry, housing) would affect their choice of travel destination (Fig. 7).

With respect to wind turbines, visitors living in the district felt less deterred than visitors from outside the district (no impact 35%/25%, would choose...
other destinations in the Ore Mountains 16%/22% or elsewhere 9%/7%), but there are no significant differences between older and younger persons. Younger people felt less deterred by solar power plants (weak significance – 10% level). A significantly higher acceptance of water reservoirs and winter sports facilities among older persons could be observed. Visitors from outside the district were more sensitive to biodiversity losses than residents of the district, and younger people saw it as a greater problem than older persons (Fig. 8).

3.4 Willingness to pay (WTP) for nature conservation and landscape management

More than two thirds of the responding TSP felt no responsibility for funding nature conservation and landscape management, stating that it is the task of the federal or state governments, or of landowners. Only 21% expressed the opinion that TSP and/or tourists should contribute. Tourists, they noted, had to pay the visitors’ tax in any case, and the financial situation of the TSP precluded payment for nature conservation. Most TSP would prefer funding from general tax revenues (Table 3).

Of the visitors, 86% argued that the state or federal government should be responsible for nature conservation and landscape management (Fig. 9).

Table 3: Reasons of tourism service providers (TSP) for refusing payment for nature conservation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reasons</th>
<th>Complaints</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional funding should come from donations</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional funding should come from taxes</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism does not benefit from nature conservation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demands of nature conservation for more funding are not justified</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reasons</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Here, too, most considered general tax revenues as the preferred instrument (Fig. 10).

In order to estimate the amount of a possible financial contribution of the tourism sector or to quantify the WTP, the TSP were asked to measure the amount of taxes per guests and night (in the form of an open question); nine TSP replied, and the average of their estimates, which ranged between €0.25 - €3.00, was €1.36.

Less than half of the respondents (42% of TSP surveyed) endorsed an increase in the visitors’ tax to the amount of a nature tax in the Ore Mountains; 37% wanted no increase in the visitors’ tax. Attitudes on this issue were quite divided. The proponents of the nature tax called for amounts ranging between €0.20 and €3.00, with an average of €0.75 per person per night (n=14). Two thirds of those TSP who would be willing to bear some of the management costs believed that this money should best be paid to the local or regional landscape management associations, while 50% considered the municipalities and farmers to be suitable recipients; environmental organizations were also mentioned.

The survey of visitors resulted in a WTP amount of between €1.06 and €2.73 per visitor per day, or between €5.03 and €18.91 per resident of the district per year (see Table 4). The lower values represent the arithmetic mean of all respondents, including those not willing to pay (entered into the calculation with a WTP of €0). The higher values exclude the payment deniers (84). The five respondents who expressed WTP, but did not call for any particular amount, were treated as having an average WTP equal to that of those who participated (methodological notes: Meyerhoff et al. 2010).

The question as to the acceptance of the current entrance fee (€1.80) to the Georgenfeld raised bog nature reserve resulted in even higher WTP amounts: the 261 external visitors surveyed considered it appropriate or even too low. Only 5% did not accept the existing fee. The acceptance quota of the entrance fee to the bog was dependent on the site where the survey was carried out. It was higher...
among the visitors to the bog than among those to the mountain meadows.

Both groups of visitors felt a responsibility to better support nature conservation. Respondents living in the district stated a significantly higher willingness to pay (significant on the 5% level) €7.59 per year, on average – than respondents from outside the district expected from them (€3.51, on average). The reverse was also true: residents of the district expected ”guests” to pay an average of €0.71 per day, while the latter actually stated a willingness to pay €1.20, on average (5% level). The overall WTP of younger respondents was higher than that of older ones (highly significant – 1% level; but no significance concerning the Georgenfeld raised bog entrance fee). With respect to education levels, no significant differences could be found. We could establish no clear correlation between income levels and WTP of visitors (statistically checked by regression analysis and Spearman rank correlation coefficient).

Table 4: WTP of visitors for nature conservation and landscape management (in the Eastern Ore Mountains generally and for the Georgenfeld raised bog)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Suggested amount per day</th>
<th>Suggested amount per resident (of the district) and year¹</th>
<th>Proposed entrance fee for the Georgenfeld raised bog (current fee: €1.80)²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All interviewees (n=308)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€1.06</td>
<td>€5.03</td>
<td>€1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.73</td>
<td>€18.91</td>
<td>€3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents of the district (n=92)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€0.71</td>
<td>€7.59</td>
<td>€2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€1.98</td>
<td>€22.52</td>
<td>€2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visitors from outside the district (n=216)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€1.20</td>
<td>€3.51</td>
<td>€1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.32</td>
<td>€16.48</td>
<td>€2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older (&gt;40 years, n=261)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€0.89</td>
<td>€3.76</td>
<td>€1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.11</td>
<td>€17.54</td>
<td>€2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger (≤ 40 years, n=47)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€1.88</td>
<td>€9.27</td>
<td>€1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.71</td>
<td>€22.70</td>
<td>€2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Education level (n=88)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€0.95</td>
<td>€4.43</td>
<td>€1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.15</td>
<td>€14.98</td>
<td>€2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher Education level (n=204)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>€1.15</td>
<td>€5.18</td>
<td>€2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote “Willing to pay”</td>
<td>€2.32</td>
<td>€21.13</td>
<td>€2.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Five interviewees gave no amount, we assumed the average value for them.
² Those willing to pay but giving no amount → assumption of €1.80
4 Discussion

4.1. Appreciation of nature and landscape

The results of the surveys showed that the attractiveness of the Eastern Ore Mountain landscape is very important for the tourism sector. It is seen as the main reason to spend holidays or leisure time there. This agrees with the results of similar studies, by Grunewald et al. (2012) in the Western Ore Mountains and Lupp & Konold (2008) in the Müritz Region (northern Germany), where most tourists cited beauty, harmony and naturalness of the landscape as key travel motivations. Our interviewees mentioned experiencing nature as a key reason for visiting the Ore Mountains more often than the TSP assumed for their guests (see also Fig. 5 – the higher appreciation of landscape elements by visitors than by TSP). The reason might be that the survey was conducted on-site near the nature reserves, where mostly nature-loving visitors can be found, while the TSP had a wider spectrum of tourists in mind. This is in line with the impression that the visitors regretted a possible loss of biodiversity more than the TSP did.

Most TSP in the Eastern Ore Mountains argued that the loss of landscape elements, particularly mountain meadows, would have negative consequences for tourism, and that conservation and management measures are very important, too, from a touristic point of view. This high regard for mountain meadows could be also due to the fact that great efforts are presently being made to protect and restore mountain meadows in the region through the large-scale conservation project “Mountain Meadows in the Eastern Ore Mountains” (Hachmöller et al. 2001).

The fact that no more than 71% of TSP could name a protected area, and that the term “Natura 2000” was familiar to a mere 14% of them revealed knowledge deficits in terms of nature conservation highlights. Of the only 20 surveyed TSP in the Western Ore Mountains, 18 (90%) could name protected areas in that region, and 11 (55%) viewed them positively (Grunewald et al. 2012). With respect to knowledge of the term biodiversity, only 42% of respondents in a nationwide survey (BMU 2012) were familiar with the term. These facts indicate despite a general high appreciation of “nature”, there is a need for more publicity work aimed at broadening the scope of nature conservation awareness especially considering the protected areas and their needs for respective management to maintain their character, which are also important key cornerstones of the tourism in this area. This is very important, in particular for TSP, as they play a multiplier role for the many tourists visiting the region. Appropriate education and awareness-raising initiatives, especially by the tourism associations, should be enhanced.

Impacts of interventions in nature (e.g. reforestation, extension of agricultural activities or construction of wind power plants) on landscape perceptions may vary between different social groups (Hunziker et al. 2008). Moreover, studies on the impact of particular landscape changes on the tourism attractiveness of destinations come to different conclusions. In regard to the installation of wind turbines, some authors point to possible shifts in the destination choice of tourists (Bundesverband deutsche Mittelgebirge/ Centouris 2012; Grunewald et al. 2012), whereas others do not believe in major negative impacts on landscape perceptions and experiences (Frantal & Kunc 2011). Not surprisingly, the sensitivity to the placement of turbines rises in accordance with higher aesthetic quality levels of landscapes (Molnarová et al. 2012).

The surveys in the Western Ore Mountains (Grunewald et al. 2012) confirmed the findings that deforestation and wind turbines were seen as impairing the scenery significantly; there, 82% (deforestation) and 73% (wind turbines), respectively, of summer tourists responded accordingly, while the figures in the present Eastern Ore Mountains survey were 82% and 74%, respectively (see Fig. 4). Highly visible landscape changes were mentioned more frequently than qualitative impacts on such sensitive ecosystems as raised bogs, or the decline of biodiversity in general. These clear statements of aesthetic preferences should be seen as a warning signal from the tourism sector to limit the expansion of wind power use, and to keep sensible areas,
particularly the ridge zone free of wind turbines.

The spoiling of the landscape would, according to the Western Ore Mountains study (Grunewald et al. 2012), also change the travel behaviour of the tourists surveyed there: 28% of winter tourists and 23% of summer tourists would definitely change their travel destinations, and 34%/28% would probably do so. Only 24% of winter tourists and 39% of summer tourists would remain faithful to the region, while 13%/9% are still undecided. Depending on the particular impact, between 10% and 36% of visitors in the Eastern Ore Mountains would change the destination of travel and recreation.

Without knowing the concept of ecosystem services explicitly, Germans in general appreciate nature due to its manifold services for humans (BMU 2012): The majority demands that nature be used in such a manner that it remains available in full for future generations (93%), that the diversity of plants, animals and their habitats is secured (93%), and that the beauty and peculiarity of the landscape is maintained (92%). More than half of all Germans can imagine becoming active for nature conservation, or declared that they are already active (18%). This is a remarkably considerable segment of the population. Persons over the age of 65 years and well-educated people display an above average level of activity (BMU 2012). The great majority see the conservation of biological diversity as an important task of the society. About one half of the surveyed people feel personally responsible for ensuring this goal. Among the responding visitors in the Eastern Ore Mountains survey, 68% would be ready to contribute in monetary terms! This is in line with the nation-wide survey (BMU 2012): 65%!

We could find some differences in the answers depending on origin (residents of the district/visitors from outside), age and education level. Petrosillo et al. (2007) showed a high dependence of tourists’ perception of recreational environment and management on gender, education level, and place of residence, and stressed the importance of better identification of visitors’ profile, to achieve better management of tourism development.

4.2. Funding of nature conservation and landscape management

An attractive landscape is a public good; nobody can be excluded. However, conservation and management costs must be covered. Tourism providers benefit from the increased attractiveness of a landscape without bearing any of the associated costs. This is a typical “free rider problem”. The nature tax may be a payment model to solve this problem at least partially. All guests are obliged to contribute to an attractive landscape (Huhtala & Pouta 2008). However, not all users of the improved state of nature and landscape are reached by this model, e.g. day-trippers, local residents and their guests (Degenhardt et al. 1998). As most TSP see not the tourism sector, but rather the general public as being responsible for nature conservation and landscape management, they are opposed to the nature tax. Some of them argued that after establishing a nature tax, the state might shrink its responsibility in times of tight budgets. The financial means available for nature conservation would depend on the tourism development of the region. But even in regions less important for tourism, funds are needed. Moreover, nature conservation should not depend on tourism, since nature is not protected for touristic reasons alone. Such funding models are also perceived as an inadequate tool because of the well-known and very common right to visit nature free of charge. Also, many other WTP studies have ascertained that financing through general tax revenues is the most popular model (Degenhardt et al. 1998).

The height of WTP (or nature tax) determined in the Eastern Ore Mountains (€0.75 tourists’ nature tax or €1.36 as payment of TSP per day and tourist, or between €1.06 and €2.73 as average visitor’s WTP per day) is similar to the Western Ore Mountains (€1-2) (Grunewald et al. 2012). This is in line with the results from Ireland (Yadav & O’Neill 2013), were the tourists believed that the TSP should pay almost twice as much as their contribution and just 22% of the TSP stated that tourists should make any contribution (Eastern Ore Mountains: 21%).

Numerous critics, however, have pointed out that the method is fraught with technical and conceptual problems. Thus, the survey design
and the description and framing of what is to be valued is critical to the reliability of the method, and the information a survey provides as well as the order in which questions are asked substantially influences WTP (Riera et al. 2012). The results may be influenced by the specific location of the survey, the composition and characteristics of the reference group, particularly their level of income and education, prior knowledge, preconceived opinions, level of understanding, and psychological aspects. Also various socio-economic variables, like the GDP or the income per capita, have an influence on WTP estimates (Barrio & Loureiro 2010).

Jones-Walters & Mulder (2009) argue that the fundamental objections with respect to WTP valuations should not be dismissed, not only due to the discrepancy between the stated preferences and the actual behaviour of respondents, but also with regard to their knowledge and rationality (Jessel et al. 2009). WTP is not based on actual market behaviour (Chee 2004). An overestimation, i.e. the amount by which the actual WTP exceeds the theoretical WTP obtained in surveys, by a factor of 2.5 is possible. On the other hand, stated preferences and actual payments are often not adequate to the real benefits and values of the natural environment. WTP analyses fail to capture all benefits and beneficiaries. Nature conservation provides not only recreation benefits, but also existence values, which benefit all people, not only the tourists and residents seeking recreation, or the TSP of the tourist resorts (Schweppe-Kraft 2009).

Much of the attention devoted to ecosystem services valuations incl. WTP approaches stems from the hope that it will result in better decisions about the environment. This requires that valuation is actually used for decisions, and that it has a significant impact on these decisions (Laurans & Mermet 2014). Such valuations have the potential to inform policy decisions by highlighting the benefits of sustainable ecosystem management. Unfortunately, as already stated above, the techniques used for valuation suffer from serious limitations. Ecosystem management problems are often complex, multi-faceted, socially contentious and fraught with uncertainty. For policy makers ecosystem services valuation is not the most important factor, but it provides a set of tools with which to make better and more informed decisions. As Chee (2004) emphasises, the welfare economic approach to decision-making is too narrowly focussed and needs to be supplemented by more comprehensive approaches like substantive stakeholder participation with opportunities for social learning, value formation, problem exploration, risk assessment, analysis of uncertainty, broad-based debate and reconciliation of interests.

One could argue that from the fact that in our study the interviews were carried out at nature reserves methodological weaknesses may result, because the survey over-represents nature-oriented people, but not the opinions and behaviour of the “average” total population visiting or living in the region. But: As a nation-wide survey on nature consciousness (BMU 2012) shows, there is a huge demand of high environmental standards and a great relevance for environmental protection in almost all groups of society. About three quarters of the total population in Germany expressed the view that nature is very important for them. Hence, the methodical bias of our survey near nature reserves might be relativised.

The funds spent for landscape management are an expression of the economic value of landscape and nature. There is a broad political and social consensus for protecting environment, biodiversity and valuable landscapes (revealed public preferences). National and international laws underpin such goals and regulations as the European network Natura 2000. The measures for nature conservation and landscape management entail costs, which can be seen as a measure of the public’s WTP to achieve defined goals (UBA 2007). In this respect it would be interesting to determine whether this WTP really covers the level of funding needed or actually spent for landscape management.

4.3. Willingness to pay and landscape management costs

But what about the real costs of landscape management? In Saxony 420€/ha are needed annually for the management of the protected biotope type “mountain meadow” (Grunewald & Syrbe 2012; Grunewald et al. 2014). In 2010, €163,380 were used for the regular management
of 389 ha of mountain meadows in the district of Sächsische Schweiz-Osterzgebirge (€420 x 389 ha).

For all valuable biotope types of the district which need management measures, a total of €1,119,678 were calculated (Grunewald & Syrbe 2012).

We have noticed that under different assumptions, the WTP analyses among TSP resulted in monetary amounts varying between €0.75 and €1.36 in the study area (see sect. 3.4). If the TSP of Altenberg and Hermsdorf had collected €1.36 per guest per night in 2011, €565,000 would have been available for nature conservation and landscape management (415,844 overnight stays without campsites – http://www.statistik.sachsen.de/appsl1/Gemeindetabelle). Based on the proposed nature tax of €0.75, €312,000 would have been available. The costs of the large-scale conservation project “Mountain Meadows of the Eastern Ore Mountains” (see sect. 4.1), which is located within the municipal borders of Altenberg, were €600,000 annually from 2000 to 2008, and are €567,000 annually from 2010 to 2015. These costs include biotope management, acquisition of land, and such transfer costs as administration and public relations. Thus, the majority of the annual costs for nature conservation and landscape management could be covered by public funds, primarily tax revenues, if the results of the WTP approach were to be used as orientation for the demand (stated preference) of society and a measure of justified redistributions of tax-payers’ money for nature conservation and landscape management.

Grunewald et al. (2012) determined a WTP of €170,000 per year for nature conservation and landscape management in their study area in the Western Ore Mountains (€4.50 per tourist arrival). By contrast, only one tenth of this amount was actually spent in 2009! It is not easy to calculate a total amount from the WTP data obtained from the survey among tourists. Total tourist frequentation of all relevant biotopes or nature reserves per year in the area is not known. For the Georgenfeld raised bog the number of tickets sold is a measure for this particular site: In 2012, a total of 13,949 persons and 462 families with four and more members visited the bog. The sum of the fees paid was €24,040 (there were different entrance fees for adults, adults with visitor’s cards, children, children with visitor’s cards, and school classes). The fees together with the sale of drinks, ice-cream and postcards covered the costs for the staff of the nature reserve.

The Schellerhau botanical garden, which is specialized in the mountain flora, was visited by 8,500 paying visitors in 2012 (average entrance fee: €1.72), and provided 3,123 free entries. If we assume theoretically the same fee for the last group, the total sum would have been €20,124. These two items represent only a very small part of all nature sights in the study area. However, for legal and practical reasons, it is impossible and not reasonable to charge entrance fees for all of them.

It is interesting that the actual WTP for public environmental goods is – as a rule – much higher than the costs of the provision and maintenance of these goods (Schweppe-Kraft & Grunewald 2014). Hampicke et al. (1991) found that the number the Germans prepared to pay for biodiversity in their country would be more than twice the estimated costs of measures needed to preserve all ecosystems essential for the conservation of species in Germany. Recent studies have shown an even higher WTP (Schweppe-Kraft 2009; Meyerhoff et al. 2010). Each hectare of protected areas (nature reserves) would benefit to the tune of €1000 per year. The cost-benefit-ratio is positive, which means that sustaining biodiversity is economical, even if only existence and aesthetic motives are considered. For Natura 2000 in Europe, about €63/ha/yr are necessary; however, these costs are by far exceeded by the benefits, e.g. from carbon sequestration and tourism, even if not all ecosystem services are included in the calculation (Kettunen et al. 2009).

The question is: Why are adequate nature conservation programmes not implemented in practice? The reasons may be the general mistrust of contingent valuations and the lack of hard facts in the area of biodiversity (Schweppe-Kraft 2009).

The issue of the tourism sector’s contribution to nature conservation and landscape management should be kept under review. In further investigations larger samples might allow for better differentiation among respondents, and for the sampling of larger groups for statistical analyses of lifestyles. It would
also be interesting to reveal any differences in appreciation of nature and the landscape, and in WTP, between the German and Czech sides of the Ore Mountains, respectively.

6 Conclusions

Traditional landscape planning concepts are oriented mainly towards the properties and potentials of ecosystems and the landscape, i.e. the supply side. The concept of ecosystem services is focussed more on the demand side, i.e. on the values and benefits as well as the providers and beneficiaries of services. At the interface of nature conservation and tourism, stated preference analyses are useful to reveal the needs, wishes and motivations of stakeholders. The survey carried out in the Eastern Ore Mountains has revealed the clear expression by tourism service providers (TSP) and tourists that they regard the attractive landscape as the main reason to visit this region, and that leisure activities in nature have by far the highest priority for visitors.

Attractive sceneries are considered being very important, especially such landscape elements as mountain meadows and mountain mixed forests. Deforestation, wind turbines, biodiversity loss and decline of mountain meadows reduce the attractiveness for outdoor recreation. Thus, nature conservation, landscape management and sustainable use are seen as very important, from the point of view of tourism as well. The lack of knowledge of nature conservation issues (protected areas, Natura 2000) draws attention to the need for information and education, particularly in view of the fact that TSP are important multipliers in the region.

Although the majority of TSP and visitors see the state and the public as responsible for funding nature conservation and landscape management, and tax revenue as the most appropriate financial source, a remarkably significant segment is prepared to contribute to covering such expenses. The amounts ascertained by the WTP analyses would be sufficient to cover most of the costs of nature conservation and landscape management in the study area. Since especially rural and peripheral regions benefit from nature-based tourism (Bell et al. 2007), politicians could see this as a call to implement these measures, which also support and secure tourism and jobs in this rural region.

Economic valuation, including contingent valuation, is just one aspect within the ecosystem service concept, and not necessarily the adequate and optimum indicator or instrument for resource management (Seppelt et al. 2012). Especially for goods without real markets (e.g. biodiversity, beauty of landscape), it should be applied only as an accompanying factor, not as the only basis to justify decisions or to choose options for action, particularly when weighing long-term aspects against short-term benefits (e.g., the construction of wind turbines in sensitive areas, or the underfunding of biotope management). Despite all problems and limitations, stated preference analyses belong to the most widely accepted and used methods for expressing the demand side in ecosystem services valuations (Riera et al. 2012).

They reveal not only the amount that people would be prepared to pay, but also the conditions or developments in the environment which they desire, or want to avoid. Valuations and surveys as performed in this study can help to set priorities for landscape management and for optimizing open space planning, in particular with regard for the preferences of people for certain landscape elements.

On the basis of such assessments, it is then possible to determine the actions and the limits required to avoid deteriorations (Grunewald et al. 2012). In order to establish successful environmental policies for the maintenance of biodiversity, ecosystem services and landscape qualities, and for the sustainability of an area, the users must be involved, and their opinions and preferences as well as their attitudes towards its conservation must be properly understood (Martín-López et al. 2007; Radford & James 2013). It is also useful to develop suitable funding models to balance the distribution of benefits and costs of nature conservation and landscape management, e.g. by involving beneficiaries (Macke & Schweppe-
Kraft 2011). Nevertheless, there is an urgent need for further studies and enhanced methodological approaches to bridge from the assessment of nature and landscape to practical decision-making, particularly in the area of landscape management.
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